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ABSTRACT

Context. The Doppler shift predicted by general relativity for light escaping a gravitational potential has been observed on Earth as
well as in the direction of various stars and galaxy clusters at optical wavelengths.
Aims. Observing the gravitational redshift in the X-ray band within galaxy clusters could provide information on their properties
and, in particular, their gravitational potential. We present a feasibility study of such a measurement, using the capabilities of the
next-generation European X-ray observatory Athena.
Methods. We used a simple generalized Navarro–Frenk–White potential model along with a β-model for the density of baryonic mat-
ter, which sets the emission to provide an estimation of the observed redshift in the simplest of cases. We generated mock observations
with the Athena X-ray Integral Field Unit (X-IFU) for a nearby massive cluster, while seeking to recover the gravitational redshift
along with other properties of the toy model cluster.
Results. We investigated the observability of the gravitational redshift in an idealized test case of a nearby massive cluster with the
Athena X-IFU instrument, as well as its use in probing the properties of the potential well. We were also able to constrain the mass to
a ∼20% level of precision and the cosmological redshift to less than ∼1%, within a simplified and idealized observational framework.
More refined simulations accounting for further effects such as the internal gas motions and the actual shape of the potential well are
required to fully investigate the feasibility of measuring the gravitational redshift for a single target or statistically over a sample of
galaxy clusters.
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1. Introduction

Gravitational redshift is caused by the loss of energy of a photon
emitted within a gravitational potential and traveling through it.
This effect is predicted by general relativity (Einstein 1916) as
well as by most alternative gravity theories (Cataneo & Rapetti
2018). The effective associated redshift is given by ∆Ψ/c2,
where ∆Ψ is the difference in the gravitational potential between
the point of emission and the observer, which is mainly the
potential due to the mass of the considered astrophysical object
along the line of sight. Hence, the measurement of this redshift
can be used to probe either the potential or, equivalently, the
mass distribution from which it derives.

Clusters of galaxies, as the most massive gravitationally
bound objects in the Universe, are reasonable candidates for the
observation of this effect. Some of the earliest predictions for
such observations in clusters of galaxies appear in Cappi (1995)
and Broadhurst & Scannapieco (2000). Measurements through
optical spectra soon followed, as in Wojtak et al. (2011) or, more
recently, Mpetha et al. (2021) and Rosselli et al. (2023). A com-
prehensive overview is provided in Sect. 4 of Cataneo & Rapetti
(2018), which focuses on tests of gravity with galaxy clusters.
In that same section, the authors discuss the observability of the
gravitational redshift from X-ray spectra of clusters of galaxies,
suggesting that future instruments might be able to achieve such
measurements.

The X-ray emission from the intracluster medium (ICM) in
galaxy clusters arises mainly from the radiative cooling of the

hot gas infalling within the halo potential well (Sarazin 1988).
The ICM is routinely observed in X-rays from the center of
clusters to their outskirts (Ettori et al. 2019; Walker et al. 2022).
This hot gas is highly ionized and shows strong emission lines
from the various elements within it. These emission lines offer
access to high precision measurements of the redshift through
high resolution spectroscopy (Hitomi Collaboration 2016). It is
thus suited for the observation of the gravitational redshift as
(at first order), the hot gas distribution follows that of the dark
matter, which is the main source of the halo gravitational well.
Mapping the weak signal expected from gravitational redshift
requires (i) high resolution X-ray spectroscopy in order to retain
a high precision over the redshift determination and (ii) a spatial
resolution mapping capability to trace the gravitational redshift
induced gradient from the center to the cluster’s outer parts.

Current X-ray missions such as XMM-Newton or Chandra
only provide one of these products at a time, with either low-
spectral-resolution imagers such as EPIC (Turner et al. 2001)
and ACIS (Garmire et al. 2003) or high-spectral-resolution dis-
persive spectrometers such as RGS (den Herder et al. 2001) and
LETG/HETG (Brinkman et al. 2000; Canizares et al. 2005). The
upcoming generation of X-ray observatory will carry integral
field unit spectrometers to offer the capability to achieve spatially
resolved high-spectral resolution observation in X-rays. The
Resolve instrument (Ishisaki et al. 2022) on board the XRISM
missions (Tashiro et al. 2020) will soon fly, although the obser-
vation of the outer parts of clusters will likely be very limited
due to the modest size of the XRISM mirrors impeding the
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measurement of small redshift gradients. The X-ray Integral
Field Unit (X-IFU, hereafter) on board the Athena observatory
implements the science theme of the “hot and energetic Uni-
verse” (Nandra et al. 2013) and it should provide the adequate
performances. The X-IFU is required to have a 5 arcmin field
of view (FoV) with a full width half maximum (FWHM) res-
olution of 5 arcsec and a spectral resolution of 2.5 eV over the
0.2–7 keV energy range (Barret et al. 2018, 2023). With this
work, we investigate the feasibility of measuring the gravita-
tional redshift in massive clusters of galaxies with the X-IFU
instrument.

The work and results presented in this paper were obtained
with the current baseline configuration for the Athena mission.
Because of the actual programmatic context, the European Space
Agency is revisiting the formulation of the Athena mission sci-
ence case and specifications. Our results may thus be affected
by to the to-be-defined instrumental configuration of the Athena
mission. Throughout this study, we assume a ΛCDM cosmology
with h = H0/100 km s−1 Mpc−1 = 0.7, ΩΛ = 0.7 and Ωm = 0.3.
In this framework, at a redshift of z = 0.1, 10 kilo-parsecs (kpc)
correspond to a angular extent of 5.4 arcsec.

2. X-IFU/Athena mock observations

In order to investigate the observability of the gravitational
redshift from the X-ray emission of galaxy clusters, we used
a cluster toy model, based on the simulations presented in
Cucchetti et al. (2018b), to produce simulated observations with
Athena X-IFU using the SIXTE instrument end-to-end simula-
tor (Wilms et al. 2014; Dauser et al. 2019). The emission models
and spectral fitting rely on the xspec software (Arnaud 1996).

2.1. The X-IFU instrument

As a next-generation European X-ray observatory, Athena
(Barcons et al. 2017), will board an integral field unit spectrom-
eter with unprecedented capabilities, the X-IFU. It will allow
for the spatial mapping of emission lines over extended sources
such as galaxy clusters, allowing for spatially resolved spec-
troscopy with a power of R ∼ 1000 (Barret 2022). The X-IFU
will be equipped with a high precision detection chain including
an array of more than a thousand Transition Edge Sensors (TES)
cooled to 55 mK and high precision readouts electronics. It will
provide the required high-spectral-resolution of 2.5 eV FWHM
over the 0.2–7 keV energy band. Combined with the large collec-
tive area of the Athena mirrors, it will benefit from an effective
area of ∼1 m2 at 1 keV. The requirement for the spatial resolu-
tion of the Athena mirrors is 5 arcsec half energy width (HEW).
Taken together, these performances will fully open the era of
spatially resolved high spectral resolution at X-ray wavelengths,
in the wake of the first glimpses provided by the SXS instrument
onboard the Hitomi satellite and of the upcoming observation of
the Resolve instrument (Sato et al. 2023) on board the XRISM
mission (XRISM Science Team 2022).

2.2. Cluster toy model

For the purpose of our study, we chose to model a nearby mas-
sive cluster, with z = 0.1 and M200 = 1015 M�. Accounting for
the faintness of the gravitational redshift effect, local and very
massive clusters are ideal targets to aim at its detection. Lower
and/or more distant clusters would render such detection almost
impossible and, as such, they are not further considered in this

study. A more detailed discussion on the cluster choice is pro-
vided in Sect. 3.1. The parameters of the cluster according to the
model described below are summarized in Table 1. The angular
size of the cluster at this distance, noted θ200, is provided as well.

The cluster toy model consists of a gas density model and
a dark matter density model. The cluster is discretized as a grid
of emitting particles, to which the parameters of the emission
model are assigned based on their position in the cluster. The size
of the grid is chosen such that it contains one X-IFU FoV and is
deep enough to contain R200 of the cluster along the line of sight.
At the chosen redshift, this corresponds to a grid of 7500 kpc in
depth (i.e., along the line of sight), and 938 × 938 kpc in width.

2.2.1. Redshift

The redshift of photons emitted in the cluster is the composition
of multiple sources, which are detailed with the following equa-
tions from Cataneo & Rapetti (2018), for the emission point x
and an observer lying at the origin of the reference frame:

1 + ztot = (1 + zcosmo)
[
1 +

1
c2 (Ψ(0) − Ψ(x)) +

n · u
c

+
v2

2c2

]
(1)

where zcosmo is the cosmological redshift, Ψ is the gravitational
potential, n is the unitary vector parallel to the line of sight,
and u is the velocity vector of the emitting point relative to
the observer. The two last terms correspond respectively to the
Doppler shift along the line of sight and the relativistic trans-
verse Doppler shift. In the ICM, these are mainly due to the bulk
and turbulent motions of the gas. We deliberately chose not to
address these intrinsic motions of the gas in our study (we fur-
ther discuss this choice in Sect. 5). The resulting approximation
is then:

zgrav =
∆Ψ

c2 . (2)

2.2.2. Dark matter density model

We assumed that the dark matter (DM) density follows a gen-
eralized Navarro Frank White radial profile (hereafter, gNFW).
The gNFW profile has been worked out based on a generaliza-
tion of the NFW profile (Navarro et al. 1997; Nagai et al. 2007).
The gNFW profile has three slope indexes, α, β, and γ, where β
is the inner slope and γ is the outer one. We used a version pre-
sented in Zhu et al. (2019), which sets α and β to 1. The profile
is otherwise characterized by rs, a scale radius, the overdensity,
δc, and γ is the asymptotic slope when r −→ 0. The scale radius,
rs, is related to the mass, Mδ, at the density contrast, δ, (different
from the overdensity) times the critical density of the Universe
at redshift z, ρcrit(z), as follows:

rs =

 Mδ

4
3πδρcrit(z)


1
3 1

cδ
, (3)

with cδ being the concentration parameter. The overdensity, δc,
can be expressed as a function of Mδ as follows:

δc =
Mδ∫ Rδ

0
4πr2ρcrit(z)

(r/rs)γ(1+r/rs)3−γ

, (4)

with Rδ = cδ · rs. This expression can be developed in the case
of a gNFW density profile, as provided in the Appendix A.
This entirely describes the DM density from which the gravi-
tational potential can be derived analytically (Zhu et al. 2019).
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Table 1. Parameters of our toy model clusters for the gravitational
potential, DM and gas densities, and the gas emission.

Parameter Value

M200 1 × 1015 M�
R200(θ200) 2 Mpc (18.5′)
c200 4.5
γ 1.2
zcosmo 0.1
rc 400 kpc
β 2/3
n0 3 × 10−3 [cm−3]
kBT 7 [keV]
Abundance (Z/Z�) 0.7
nH 0.03 [1022 cm−2]

In doing this, we neglect the contribution of the gas and stars to
the gravitational potential. We use this model in the following
sections. We also chose to add a constant to the potential φ to
set φ(r −→ +∞) = 0. This allows for a straightforward conver-
sion between the potential and the redshift of light emitted from
a point r in the cluster such that z = Ψ(r)/c2 or, when expressed
as an equivalent veolcity shift, vz = Ψ(r)/c.

2.2.3. Gas density model

We modeled the emission of our toy model cluster ICM with
a broadened APEC model (bapec) under xspec (Smith et al.
2001). This model represents the emission of a collisional, opti-
cally thin, diffuse plasma, mainly through the Bremsstrahlung
radiation for the continuum, as well as the atomic lines due to
the different processes at play in the plasma (e.g., dielectronic
recombination, ionization, and radiative transitions). The broad-
ening of the lines is only thermal in our simulations, excluding
other possible sources of broadening such as bulk motions or
turbulence.

For this study, we restrained ourselves to a simple isothermal
cluster with homogeneous abundance through the cluster. We set
the temperature such that kBT = 7 keV. The solar abundances
follows that of Anders & Grevesse (1989) and we set the intra-
cluster gas global abundance such that Z/Zsolar = 0.7. This leaves
only the redshift and the normalisation as varying parameters for
the bapec model.

The norm of each emitting volume element, V , of the cluster
is defined as:

N =
10−14

4π(DA(1 + z))2

∫
nenpdV, (5)

with DA as the angular distance of the cluster in cm, z as the
cosmological redshift, ne and np as the electron and proton par-
ticle densities in cm−3, respectively. The resulting norm is given
in photons per unit of volume, per unit of effective area, thus:
cm5. For a fully ionized plasma, we can consider ne = 1.2np.
The emission model is multiplied by a photo-absorption model,
phabs under XSPEC, using cross-sections from Verner et al.
(1996), to account for the Galactic absorption. We fixed the
hydrogen column density, noted nH, to 0.03 × 1022 cm−2.

For analytical convenience, we adopted a simple β-model
(Cavaliere & Fusco-Femiano 1976) as our gas density model,
although it is not the best fit to represent the actual distribution

Layout

Uniform Exposure 1

Uniform Exposure 2

Mixed Exposure 1

Mixed Exposure 2

Single Field                  10 Circular bins       

1000 1000 1000

1000 1000

250 500 1000

125 250 500

0

1000

center

Fig. 1. Observing strategies considered in our simulations. The layout
of the X-IFU pointings is shown in the right column together with the
exposure time for each pointing in ks. The count map for the config-
uration “uniform exposure 1” is plotted in the first line and shows the
cluster center.

of the intra-cluster gas. It is parameterized by the core electron
density, n0, the core radius, rc, and the slope, β.

2.3. Foreground and background emissions

We accounted for the astrophysical foreground and background
emissions in our simulations following the model proposed by
McCammon et al. (2002). It includes a non absorbed thermal
model representing the local bubble (apec), a second absorbed
one for the Galactic halo (phabs*apec), and an absorbed power
law for the cosmic X-ray background (CXB, phabs*powerlaw).
We adopted the parametrisation provided by Lotti et al. (2014).
The hydrogen column density is kept at the same value as for the
cluster model.

The instrumental background is also accounted for in our
simulations. It is managed entirely by the SIXTE tool according
to the X-IFU requirements of 5 × 10−3[counts s−1 cm−2 keV−1].
This instrumental background mainly results from the high-
energy cosmic rays hitting the neighborhood of the detector.

2.4. Observational strategies

We investigated various observational configurations in order to
assess the feasibility of measuring the gravitational redshift with
the X-IFU instrument on board Athena. We varied the number
of X-IFU pointings from one to three and individual exposures
from 125 ks (kiloseconds) to 1 Ms. The six investigated config-
urations are illustrated in Fig. 1. The various multiple point-
ings configurations allow us to sample measurements of the
ICM emission as far as the characteristic radius of ∼0.6R200
(∼0.9R500).

3. Mock data analysis

The main output of the SIXTE simulator is a mock event list
of the X-IFU observation. For all the recorded events, namely,
the X-ray photons that have been detected, the measured energy,
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Fig. 2. Count map in each pixel (∼5 × 5 arcsec) of three adjacent 1 Ms pointings of X-IFU (corresponding to uniform exposure 1 in Table 1) of a
1015 M� and z = 0.1 cluster. The color scale is in units of log10 of the counts. The center of the cluster is at (RA, Dec) = (0, 0)
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Fig. 3. Emission weighted radial profiles of the gravitational redshift for
clusters of different masses.

detector and sky coordinates, time of arrival, and so on, are pro-
vided. From the SIXTE mock event lists, we generated count
images. The spectra were computed within concentric annuli of
constant width or over full X-IFU FoV. Each spectrum is fitted
using xspec with the phabs*bapec model and the aforemen-
tioned model for the background, with the redshift, the cluster
emission normalisation, temperature, abundance, and the back-
ground emission normalisations as free parameters. The velocity
broadening of the bapec model, which is set to 0 when simu-
lating the cluster emission, is also set to 0 during the fit. The
justification for this choice is discussed in Sect. 3.2. From the
best-fit value in each bin, we reconstructed the redshift profile
used to assess the gravitational redshift. In Fig. 2, we show an
example of a count map for an observation of three contiguous
pointings (i.e., the configuration named “uniform exposure 1”,
as defined in Fig. 1).

3.1. Modeling the observed gravitational redshift

From the DM potential well and gas emission models described
in Sects. 2.2.2 and 2.2.3, we modeled the observed redshift as

an emission-weighted redshift along the line of sight. Then, it is
expressed as:

zobs,los(θ) =

∫
l z(r)ε(r)dl∫

l ε(r)dl
, (6)

with ε(r) as the emissivity at r, l as the line of sight, and θ as the
angular distance to the cluster center. The finite dimension of the
grid for the cluster model restricts the precision of the integrals to
a finite length. We quantified that the loss in flux due to this cut-
off is less than 1% by computing the integrals of the emissivity
for different cutoff values. We approximate the integrals with a
double exponential quadrature integral (Takahasi & Mori 1974),
which allows for a very good approximation (within numerical
errors) and important computational time improvement. The red-
shift in a single bin is obtained with:

zbin =

∫
sbin

zobs,los(θ)εobs,los(θ)dθ∫
S bin

εobs, losdθ
, (7)

with S bin the area of the bin and εobs, los =
∫

l ε(r)dl. This formula
remains true for any bin shape.

Models of the observed scaled radial profile for the gravi-
tational redshift, zobs, are shown on Fig. 3 as a function of the
cluster mass. As expected, more massive clusters show a deeper
and steeper potential, making them obvious target for measure-
ments of the gravitational redshift. The drawback is the angular
size and extent of the cluster in view of the X-IFU FoV, limiting
the emission sampling in the outer parts of clusters in a single
X-IFU pointing. Even when the emission of more distant (hence,
less extended) clusters at a given mass would be better sampled
spatially, it quickly suffers from the dimming of the X-ray flux
with redshift. The need for a balance between apparent luminos-
ity and angular size, led us to choose a local massive cluster as a
test case for our study.

3.2. Line shift measurements and fitting procedure

Figure 3 shows how the measurement of the gravitational red-
shift in a nearby massive cluster requires to measure redshifts
with a precision of a few km s−1. This is almost an order of
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magnitude lower than the line shift expected from bulk motions
and turbulence in the ICM (Kunz et al. 2022; Simionescu et al.
2019). The requirement on the line shift and line broadening
precisions for the X-IFU in its current configuration is respec-
tively of 10 and 20 km s−1 (1σ level), for a typical observation
time of ∼100 ks. This imposes the need for an energy scale pre-
cision to better than 0.4 eV at ∼6 keV (1σ level) and set over
the 0.2–7 keV energy range (e.g., 0.4 eV/6 keV · c ' 20 km s−1

at ∼6 keV Cucchetti et al. 2018a). This means that no incoming
photon can have its energy determined with a precision better
than 0.4 eV. It should not, however, be interpreted as a strict lim-
itation on line energy and, thus, the line speed measurements.
Over a whole observation, the factors leading to the variation
of the energy scale will be corrected every few ks (currently
4 ks considered for the X-IFU), and are expected to vary evenly
around the 0 point. This means that over a typical observation
time (i.e., 10–1000 ks), the energy scale variations should mainly
result in a broadening of the lines. Assuming that other instru-
mental systematics are under control, the uncertainty on the line
shift will be the only one remaining. It should remain below
10 km s−1 for a 100 ks exposure time observation. It may thus be
neglected in our 1 Ms simulations. We also note that the current
version of SIXTE does not implement the effect of this in-flight
energy scale correction.

For a given spectral resolution, given enough time, any pre-
cision over a Gaussian line centroid can be achieved. The associ-
ated error on the line centroid, σv, goes as σv ∼ σres/S/N (with
S/N as the signal-to-noise ratio, typically the square root of the
number of counts for photon noise). Hence, the only restriction
for measuring line shifts, for a given resolution, is observing
time, or conversely, for a given observation time, is the instru-
mental resolution. The approximation over the centroid given
previously is true for a Gaussian line (see Cucchetti 2019, for
extended details).

Besides the physical motivation of introducing thermal broad-
ening, the reason for choosing the bapec model over a simple
apec model is practical. The main contributing element for the
redshift measurement in the fitting procedure is the lines. In the
case of a simple APEC model, the lines are considered as infinitely
thin. This means that fitting the line position is automatically lim-
ited by the energy bin width of the instrument’s response. More
precisely, the likelihood becomes discretized and usual fitting pro-
cedures, such as gradient descent, do not guarantee proper con-
vergence and/or proper parameter error estimation. We expand on
this issue and illustrate it with a plot in Appendix C. However, with
broadened lines (as is the case for a bapec model), this problem
does not arise, and we can be confident in the fitting procedure
and its outcome for the redshift. Hence, we used a bapec model
for modeling and fitting the emission of the cluster. The velocity
broadening was set to 0 in both cases, leaving only the thermal
broadening accounted for.

Our spectra are binned according to the Kaastra & Bleeker
(2016) method. They are then fitted over the whole X-IFU
energy band, namely, 0.2–12 keV. We chose to make use of the
whole information carried by the many emission lines of the
ICM. We considered that this maximizes the use for the lines
signal to extract the redshift. In the case of a real cluster (or a
more evolved model), this would also allow for enough precision
to be provided on the redshift with varying density, temperature,
and abundances depending on the regions of the cluster investi-
gated (i.e., central parts or outskirts). A focus on a single specific
strong line (e.g., Fe K-α) could also deliver a constrained enough
estimation of the gravitational redshift. However, such a investi-
gation is beyond the scope of this paper.
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Fig. 4. Simulated spectrum from a 1Ms observation of the center of our
cluster toy model (black line) and its best fit (red line). This spectrum
is extracted from the central bin of the circular binning shown in the
summary table in Fig. 1. An inset figure shows the details of the lines
observed around 1 keV. The lower panel shows the error in units of χ for
each bin. The quantized shape observed at the highest energies comes
from the low number counts observed at these high energies.

4. Results

In this section, we first evaluate the precision in the construc-
tion of the redshift profile that is achievable for a simple, single
X-IFU 1 Ms pointed observation of our toy model cluster. This
allows for an evaluation of the reproducibility of such a mea-
surement. In the second part, we investigate other observational
strategies, using multiple X-IFU pointings and exposures to eval-
uate whether the observed redshift profile can be used as a probe
to constrain parameters of the gravitational potential. We show
an example the spectrum obtained with a 1Ms observation of the
center of the cluster in Fig. 4.

4.1. Recovery of the gravitational redshift

From the various observing configurations of single or multiple
X-IFU pointings as defined in Sect. 2.4, we are able to retrieve
the radial profile for the redshift. The Poisson noise in our
simulations is the only stochastic process. To check the repro-
ducibility of our reconstructed redshift profile with respect to
this source of noise, we ran 100 simulations for our “single-field”
observational configuration. Figure 5 shows the mean profile and
its dispersion over the 100 reconstructed profiles, together with
a single profile with its error bars derived from the xspec fit.
The profiles are reconstructed over ten circular concentric annuli
from the cluster center and covering the whole FoV. The conver-
sion to velocities shown on the y-axis assumes a prior knowledge
of the cosmological redshift (zcosmo in Eq. (1)). This exercise of
reproducibility illustrates the dispersion of profiles, which is not
fully encapsulated within the error bar of each single measure-
ment. This exercise has been led only for this specific config-
uration because of its heavy computational demand (about 2 h
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Fig. 5. Reproductibility in the reconstruction of the radial profile of the
gravitational redshift over a single X-IFU pointing at the center of our
toy model cluster. The blue points and associated errors show the mean
profile and its associated dispersion over a 100 simulations of a 1Ms
observation (see Sect. 4.1). The red points show the example of a single
profile and the associated errors provided by xspec.

for a single simulation on 32 cores CPUs, hence, a total of about
200 h for the reproducibility study on a single toy model cluster).
However, changing the binning and/or exposure time should not
affect the recovery of the profile on average.

4.2. Constraining the cluster parameters

The gravitational redshift directly links to the halo potential well
and, thereby, to the underlying total mass of the cluster. The mea-
surement of the gravitational redshift profile can thus be used
as a probe to determine the cluster mass. The assumption of a
prior and perfect knowledge of the cosmological redshift allows
for one of the parameters of the model to be fit, such as the
cluster mass. We can fit the expected redshift profile from the
model detailed in Sect. 3.1 to the redshift profile obtained from
our mock observations. As a toy model, we used a simple least
squares minimization for the fitting procedure. Figure 6 shows
the distribution of the 100 best-fit curves, fitting only the mass
of the cluster. The distribution of the best-fit profiles is centered
on the expected input profile, showing little to no bias in the
profile recovery. This idealistic situation leads to an exceedingly
optimistic estimation of the halo mass. We obtained a mean best-
fit mass of 0.998 ± 0.018 × 1015 M� (for an expected mass of
1015 M�).

In reality, the situation would be less optimistic as none of
the cluster parameters (e.g., the density, temperature, shape of
the DM distribution, etc.) would be known perfectly. As such,
they will have to be determined from the X-ray observations or
constrained from ancillary data. The cosmological redshift could
for instance be constrained from optical observations. The preci-
sion of this redshift would then condition our ability to estimate
the gravitational redshift. All these uncertainties and unknowns
would have to be formulated as priors in our analysis. As a first
step towards this more complex situation, we considered the cos-
mological redshift to be completely undetermined. Because the
mass and cosmological redshift similarly impact the observed
redshift profile, we need to use the entire shape of the profile to
disentangle their correlated effect (see, e.g., Fig. 3). To address
this issue, we used multiple pointings mock observations (see
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Fig. 6. Distribution of the best fit profiles to 100 simulated recon-
structed gravitational redshift profiles from X-IFU mock observations.
The expected profile, that was used as an input in all the simulations, is
plotted with the green triangles.

Fig. 1). To maximize the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) in the deter-
mination of the redshift, we considered each pointing of our
three pointings configurations as a single bin and derived the
associated spectra over the whole X-IFU FoV. In the case of
a real potential well, small-scale variations in the gravitational
field (and, thus, in the gravitational redshift distribution) could
be expected, although this is not the case for our smooth gNFW
toy model.

In the left panel of Fig. 7, we compare the posterior distri-
bution for mass and redshift obtained with the Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) method (using the emcee package) on
three different observing configurations, with a single, two and
three X-IFU pointings, respectively. The single pointing configu-
ration is binned with ten circular annuli, whereas the two multiple
pointings configurations are binned into a single region for each
pointing. For the best case scenario, that is “uniform exposure 1”,
the constraint obtained on the mass is M = 0.80+0.17

−0.14 × 1015 M�,
whereas the single field alone provides M = 0.63+0.58

−0.30 × 1015 M�.
The errors are provided at the 68% confidence level. While “uni-
form exposure 2” seems to be more centered on the true value,
the first one brings more constraints and, thus, lower errors on
the reconstruction of the mass and redshift due to the added third
pointing (see Fig. 1). The shift with respect to the true values of
the parameters is due to the sample variance, which affect both
configurations similarly, each being a single statistical realisation
of the cluster emission (see the reproducibility study in Sect. 4.1).
We evaluated the Pearson correlation coefficient obtained over the
mass and redshift samples in the distributions for each of these
strategies. In all of them, the coefficient remains above 0.9 in abso-
lute value. The strong degeneracy between the mass and redshift
is only restrained to a smaller range for strategies mapping the
outer parts of the cluster. In the presented case, the astrophysi-
cal and instrument backgrounds have little impact, as we have set
relatively important exposure times and since we are targeting a
nearby massive cluster (see Appendix B for further details on the
simulations without background).

We also performed simulations with more realistic exposure
times. In order to optimize the S/N across the radial range probed
by our multiple pointings observations, we doubled the expo-
sure time from one pointing to the next adjacent one (see Fig. 1:
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Fig. 7. Corner plots in the mass and redshift plane and associated posterior distribution for both parameters. The different colors correspond to
the different observing strategies listed in the legend and presented in Fig. 1. Left: uniform exposures 1 and 2, compared with a single pointing
observation. Right: mix exposures 1 and 2, compared with a single pointing observation. The input reference values are plotted as dotted lines.
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Fig. 8. Corner plot of the mass, redshift, γ and c200 gNFW parameters
retrieved from the MCMC fit of the redshift profiles derived from the
observing configuration named “uniform exposure 1”. The true values,
used as input to the simulations, are plotted with dotted lines.

“mixed exposure 1” accounts for a total of 1.75 Ms exposure,
whereas “mixed exposure 2” for a total of 875 ks. The results
for these observing strategies are presented in the right panel of
Fig. 7). “Mixed exposure 1” provides M = 1.48+0.28

−0.23 × 1015 M�
and “mixed exposure 2” provides M = 1.84+0.56

−0.43 × 1015 M�.
The posterior distribution retrieved from mixed exposures

1 and 2 in Fig. 7 are centered more than 1σ away from the

input values. We believe that the line of sight mixing causes
an underestimation of the errors that cannot be accounted for
by the bapec model under xspec. Because the likelihood used
for the MCMC is using these very same errors from xspec, the
retrieved parameter distribution is showing optimistic error lev-
els. In addition, the mixed exposure 1 strategy gives a heavier
weight to the pointings far from the center. This compensates the
lower signal in these regions. However, the fit in these regions
can be biased not only from the line of sight mixing but also
from the stronger contribution of the background; hence, this
encompasses a biased redshift measurement and a biased pos-
terior distribution.

The previous tests assume that the shape of the potential was
known, namely, that the parameters γ and c200 were fixed at their
known input values. A final test was run freeing all the param-
eters of the gravitational potential, including the mass, γ, and
c. The result is shown in Fig. 8. The distributions show that all
the parameters span a large range of values, typical of uncon-
strained models. The concentration parameter, c is especially
poorly constrained; it spans the entire uniform prior range, from
0 to 10. The upper left distribution shows the strong correlation
between the mass and the cosmological redshift when the shape
of the expected redshift profile is not fixed by the other shape
parameters. This shows that the gravitational redshift alone can-
not constrain all the parameters of the potential. We recall that it
is highly unlikely that such measurements would be carried out
from the X-ray point of view only, without any other ancillary
data sets or inputs (e.g., gravitational lensing).

5. Conclusions and discussion

In this work, we evaluated the possibility of observing the gravi-
tational redshift in galaxy clusters in X-rays with future integral
field spectrometers such as the Athena X-IFU. To that end, we
created mock observations of an idealized massive and nearby
galaxy cluster (the targets with the highest probability to be
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detected) with X-IFU, by using the SIXTE software. We ana-
lyzed the data with the xspec spectral analysis software. We
reconstructed the gravitational redshift profile that we modeled
through the shape of the cluster potential well and the X-ray
emission of its gas content. We showed that: (1) X-IFU could
recover the gravitational redshift for massive (M200 ∼ 1015 M�)
and nearby (z ∼ 0.1) clusters within a quite large, but still achiev-
able exposure time; and (2) the measurement if the gravitational
redshift profile can be used to derive properties of the halo grav-
itational potential, such as its total mass.

These conclusions have to take into account the limitations
of our model. Firstly, we stress that the gas mass fraction in
our simulated cluster is relatively high (∼20% for Mgas/M500 at
R500). This is due to our choice of a β-model for the gas distri-
bution, which can overestimate the gas fraction at large radii.
Moreover, our choice of total mass, that is M200 = 1015 M�,
is rather conservative with respect to some local massive clus-
ters (Ettori et al. 2019). Assuming M200 ' 1.5 × 1015 M� would
yield a gas fraction of about 15%. With such a cluster, we would
observe a higher amplitude for the redshift profile. The mass
does not affect the S/N of the observed X-ray spectra. Hence,
this does not change the essence of our results, as the uncertain-
ties come from the photon counts, and these are driven by the
emission, exposure and distance.

Secondly, we neglected the motions of the gas in the clus-
ter. These motions result in a Doppler shift in the emission,
which is of the order of ∼100–1000 km s−1 (Kunz et al. 2022;
Simionescu et al. 2019). This is an order of magnitude above the
observed redshift. It means that in a real cluster, the observa-
tion of the gravitational redshift would be added to that of bulk
motion. The gravitational redshift would then be a difficult quan-
tity to estimate. However, we can consider things the other way
round, and any precise measurement of bulk or turbulent veloci-
ties using line shifts will have account for the gravitational red-
shift as a systematic bias. An a priori knowledge of the total
mass profile, thus of the gravitational potential would provide the
proper estimate of such a bias on bulk and turbulent motions of
the ICM hot gas. In addition to turbulence, the internal structures
of the physical properties of galaxy clusters (density, tempera-
ture, pressure, abundances, etc) depart at various scales from the
idealized hypothesis of sphericity and homogeneity we adopted
(e.g., Kravtsov & Borgani 2012; Lovisari & Maughan 2022).

The line of sight mixing is another issue when challenging
the limits of spectral precision. Because the ICM is optically
thin, we observe the emission of all the points along the line of
sight. This increases the signal, but causes the different emitted
spectra to be mixed. Because many of the observed quantities are
not additive and we are modeling the observed spectrum with a
single model, we assumed that the observed profile, which is an
emission weighted average over different redshifts, is the pro-
file of the emission weighted average redshift. This assumption
works because the center of the cluster is the most emitting part
and thus dominates the signal. However, this would not be sys-
tematically the case for a non-spherically symmetric potential
and/or ICM emission. This obviously would also concern other
physical parameters such as the temperature and the chemical
abundance. The line of sight mixing remains a weak effect, as
we illustrate in Fig. 4, where the observed spectrum is perfectly
overlapping with the model. The evaluation of the fit of all our
mock observations holds a χ2/d.o.f. in the 1–1.15 range.

One way around these issues could be to stack several obser-
vations of different clusters. In doing that, fluctuations from clus-
ter to cluster, such as the shape and the turbulence, could aver-
age out, and the gravitational redshift would remain. This would

then require scaling the clusters with respect to each other, as
well as other practical considerations, such as the determination
of the cluster center. Such investigations have already been done
with optical data, and have been used to test alternative theories
of gravity (Wojtak et al. 2011; Mpetha et al. 2021; Rosselli et al.
2023). Similar work could be undertaken on the basis of observa-
tions of clusters samples with future X-ray Integral Field Units,
such as X-IFU.

By the time Athena X-IFU is launched, exploratory
work could be carried out by the upcoming XRISM
(XRISM Science Team 2022) mission and its Resolve instru-
ment. The first high X-ray resolution spectra provided by its
short lived predecessor, the SXS instrument onboard Hitomi
(Sato et al. 2023), in the direction of the Perseus cluster held
very promising perspectives on our ability to understand better
the evolution and formation of galaxy clusters. There is hope that
future data analysis methods will also be able to make full use
of such spectra, allowing for combinations of spectral an spatial
information in the cluster, and perhaps allow for the inclusion of
the gravitational redshift as another useful probe to our under-
standing of these large structures.

At the time of publishing this paper, the European Space
Agency has sponsored a full reformulation of the Athena mission
science case and specifications. We thus stress that the results of
our study may have to be reconsidered according to the future
new instrumental requirements of the Athena mission.
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Appendix A: An analytical formula for δc in the case
of a gNFW density profile

Let us recall the expression for the density contrast, δc :

δc =
Mδ∫ Rδ

0
4πr2ρcrit(z)

(r/rs)γ(1+r/rs)3−γ

(A.1)

By using the expression for the gNFW density provided in
Zhu et al. (2019) and noting that :∫

x2−γ(1 + x)γ−3 =
x3−γ

2F1(3 − γ, 3 − γ; 4 − γ,−x)
3 − γ

+ const.

(A.2)

where 2F1 is the hyper-geometric function. We obtain the fol-
lowing formula for δc :

δc =
Mδ

4πr3
sρcrit(z)
3−γ 2F1(3 − γ, 3 − γ; 4 − γ,−cδ)c

3−γ
200

(A.3)

Appendix B: Simulations without background

The results presented in Sec. 4.1 are obtained for simulations
including astrophysical and instrumental background. We ran
the simulations in the same setup, however without background,
and ran the same analysis as presented in Sec. 3. The results
are shown in Fig. B.1. For the observations with high expo-
sure times, such as shown in the upper panel of Fig. B.1, the
background has little to no impact, and the constraints obtained
over the parameters are identical to those in Fig. 7. For obser-
vations with lower exposure times, however, the background is
more predominant, and the difference between the cases with
and without background is clearer. In particular, mixed exposure
2 shows a smaller extent and is best centered on the real val-
ues. From these plots we conclude that the background can have
a significant impact on the quality of the redshift fit and there-
fore on using the redshift profile as a probe for the gravitational
redshift.
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Fig. B.1. Corner plot in the mass and redshift plane and associated pos-
terior distribution for both parameters. The different colors correspond
to the different observing strategies listed in the legend and presented in
Fig. 1. Top: Uniform exposures 1 and 2, compared with a single pointing
observation. Lower: Mixed exposures 1 and 2, compared with a single
pointing observation. The input reference values are plotted as dotted
lines.
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Appendix C: Fitting a line centroid with a binned
observation

Here, we attempt to explain the discretization of the likelihood
with respect to the position of the emission line center (in the
context of the observation of a line through any type of instru-
ment that counts flux in discretized bins). This situation arises
whenever the line width becomes equivalent or smaller than the
bin width of the instrument measuring the flux. We generated
line counts emitted by lines of different widths. For each line,
we discretized these counts in bins, as is done with real data.
Incoming photons are counted in energy bins to create the spec-
trum. Then, we broadened these fake line spectra by an arbitrary
instrument response, of width slightly larger than the largest of
the lines. This provides fake observations. For each line, we con-
structed a Gaussian line model and process it through the bin-
ning and instrument response in the same way as the "observed"
counts are. Then, using Poisson statistics, we mapped out the
likelihood with respect to the Gaussian line center, assuming the
original line width is known. For lines with a width much lower
than the instrument bin width, we show that the likelihood is not
smooth anymore and has steps, the width of which approaches
the bin width (see Figure C.1). Lines of small width with respect
to the bin width do not affect the likelihood when their center is
moved within the bins, thereby creating steps in the likelihood.
In the context of fitting the line center, the likelihood minimum
becomes quite ill-defined, as is the associated uncertainties on
the extracted parameter.
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Fig. C.1. Illustration of the discretization occurring in the likelihood of
a Gaussian model with respect to the line centroid when the line width is
smaller than the binning of the data. Left: Counts per bin as well as true
line shape, as a function of energy, in the instrument for lines of different
shapes, before instrumental broadening. The qualitative purpose of this
plot allows for the use of arbitrary units on the vertical axis. Right:
Likelihood of the Gaussian line model with respect to the line center,
associated to the line observed in the left panel.
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